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The status of current efforts to assimilate cloud- and precipitation-affected satel-
lite data is summarised with special focus on infrared and microwave radiance data
obtained from operational Earth observation satellites. All global centres pursue
efforts to enhance infrared radiance data usage due to the limited availability of tem-
perature observations in cloudy regions where forecast skill is estimated to strongly
depend on the initial conditions.Most systems focus on the sharpening of weighting
functions at cloud top providing high vertical resolution temperature increments to
the analysis, mainly in areas of persistent high and low cloud cover. Microwave radi-
ance assimilation produces impact on the deeper atmospheric moisture structures
as well as cloud microphysics and, through control variable and background-error
formulation, also on temperature but to lesser extent than infrared data. Examples of
how the impacts of these two observation types are combined are shown for subtrop-
ical low-level cloud regimes. The overall impact of assimilating such data on forecast
skill is measurably positive despite the fact that the employed assimilation systems
have been constructed and optimized for clear-sky data. This leads to the conclu-
sion that a better understanding andmodelling of model processes in cloud-affected
areas and data assimilation system enhancements through inclusion of moist pro-
cesses and their error characterizationwill contribute substantially to future forecast
improvement. Copyright c© 2011 Royal Meteorological Society, Crown in the right
of Canada, and British Crown copyright, the Met Office
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1. Introduction
With modern data assimilation techniques, the vast amount
of conventional and satellite-observed information is
efficiently used to produce accurate initial conditions for the
forecast model that are spatially, temporally and physically
consistent and thus produce a seamless information transfer
from the analysis into the forecast. Regarding satellite
observations, the areas affected by clouds and precipitation
are less well represented because it is difficult to separate the
information on the main observables, such as temperature
and moisture, from cloud and precipitation effects. Satellite
observations that are sensitive to clouds are often sensitive
to surfaces as well, so that surface contributions to the signal
further reduce the atmospheric signal-to-(geophysical)-
noise ratio. Cloud-affected observations thus introduce the
combined sensitivity to clear, cloud and surface variables and
require that these are accurately represented by the model.
Previous studies have indicated that cloud-affected areas
coincide with areas where uncertainties in the initial con-
ditions can produce large forecast error growth (McNally,
2002). This has been mostly related to constraining tempera-
ture rather than moisture since moisture analysis increments
dissipate quickly with forecast range. Adding such obser-
vations thus promises better analyses and better forecasts,
at least for a forecast range similar to the lifetime of the
adjusted processes.
Since cloudy areas in models currently have little direct
constraint from satellite observations, the analysis is driven
by the model background and by observations located
away from cloudy areas (unless conventional observations
are available that are assimilated as cloud-free). Despite
this, global numerical weather prediction (NWP) produces
rather accurate cloud and precipitation forecasts, at least
in regimes where small-scale features such as convection
and high temporal variability are less important. For
example, global NWP precipitation forecasts in midlatitude
winter conditions outperform most satellite-derived rainfall
products (Ebert et al., 2007). However, this accuracy mostly
relates to mean statistics and rainfall aggregated over at least
6–12 h periods (Lopez, 2011), while the intercomparison
of instantaneous observations with model predictions at
grid-box and model time-step scales can exhibit substantial
differences, largely due to misplacement errors.
When cloud-affected data assimilation is envisaged, an
important distinction is whether it is intended to improve
the analysis of temperature and moisture in the presence
of clouds, e.g. the free atmosphere above cloud top, or
to improve the analysis of clouds and precipitation and,
consequently, also temperature and moisture inside clouds.
This affects the choice of observation type and also depends
on how the relationship between temperature/moisture
and cloud variables is formulated, in both model and
background-error covariance statistics.
Intuitively, one could argue that adjusting the entire state
vector at once with more physical complexity would always
produce a more consistent analysis solution. However,
Pincus et al. (2011) show in an idealized data assimilation
framework that more complex models with more degrees of
freedom can actually dilute the impact of cloud observations
on the dry variables, as well as the interaction between
physics and dynamics, and thus reduce the overall forecast
impact. The choice of control variable and the formulation
of model background-error covariances thus represent
other important elements in this multivariate optimization
problem (Me´ne´trier and Montmerle, 2011; Michel et al.,
2011).
Microwave radiance observations penetrate clouds
but contain little information on vertical condensate,
temperature and moisture distributions, but instead
constrain the state in the entire cloud column. If temperature
and moisture above clouds are targeted, the nearly complete
absorption of infrared radiation at cloud top can be used
to provide a well-defined lower-boundary condition in the
radiative transfer calculations. This only affects the clear-sky
column above the cloud and will have little impact on the
cloud itself.
The assimilation of cloud-affected observations raises a
number of issues that can be in conflict with fundamental
assumptions being made in current operational data
assimilation systems. These assumptions are that
(i) the short-range forecast constraining the analysis is
already close to the true state so that the minimization
can be performed assuming linearity of forecast
model and observation operator over the assimilation
window (usually 6–12 h);
(ii) the currently employed covariance structures are often
isotropic and homogeneous;
(iii) the model biases are of small magnitude, and
(iv) model error growth is absent in the assimilation
window.
The above-mentioned displacement error already causes
serious problems under these assumptions (Geer and Bauer,
2010).
These fundamental issues have been discussed in detail
by Errico et al. (2007, 2008) and Vukicevic (2008), and
require different solutions for microwave, infrared satellite
radiometer, and ground-based observations, or as a function
of data assimilation system or the targeted spatial-temporal
scales. This is why we focus here on global and operational
systems and mostly satellite-based observations to avoid
case-study-dependent interpretation and to remain with
fundamental rather than specialized issues. We also restrict
ourselves to radiance observations since they can be treated
more consistently in current data assimilation systems than
retrieval products (Andersson et al., 2004).
This article gives an update on status and activities towards
the improvement of the use of cloud-affected radiance
observations at global NWP centres. Section 2 gives a
brief overview of the available systems, which is required
to interpret the studies presented in section 3 related to
infrared (section 3.2) and microwave (section 3.3) radiance
observations, focussing on regions of low cloud over
subtropical oceans to investigate the consistency between the
impact of the two observation types. The article finishes with
conclusions and an outlook towards future developments
for operational application in section 4.
2. NWP systems
Table I gives a brief overview of the main model and data
assimilation components that are relevant for cloud and
precipitation assimilation at those NWP centres covered
here. Only the main model features relevant to the subject
of this article have been included and the physical process
parametrizations have been limited to those of clouds and
convection. For more details, refer to the cited literature.
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Table I. Short summary of global NWP centre model features relevant to clouds and precipitation assimilation.
NWP centre ECMWF Environment Canada Japan Meteorological Agency
(models) (IFS) (GEM) (GSM, MSM)
Model
Global Spectral T1279 (16 km), Uniform 600×300 (33 km at 49◦lat.), Spectral T959 (20 km),
91 levels (top 0.01 hPa), hybrid 80 levels (top 0.1 hPa), 60 levels (top 0.1 hPa),
10 min time step 10 min time step 10 min time step
(semi-Lagrangian). (semi-Lagrangian). (semi-Lagrangian).
Regional N/A Regional model not used with Non-hydrostatic gridpoint,
cloud/rain-affected observations. top near 22 km,
5 km (15 km) horiz. resolution
in outer (inner) loop.
Physics
Cloud Tiedke (1993); Sundqvist (1978); Geleyn (1987); Global: Sommeria and
Tompkins (2008) Pudykiewicz et al. (1992) Deardorff (1977),
Sundqvist (1978), Smith (1990).
Regional: 6 categories bulk
microphysics (JMA, 2007).
Convection Tiedke (1989); Kain and Fritsch (1990, 1993); Global: Arakawa
Bechtold et al. (2008) Belair et al. (2005) and Schubert (1974).
Regional: Modified Kain–
Fritsch scheme (JMA, 2007).
Linearized Tompkins and Zadra et al. (2004) Global: JMA (2007).
cloud Janiskova´ (2004) Regional: Simplified moist physics
of large-scale condensation
(Honda et al., 2005).
Linearized Lopez and Mahfouf (2005) Global: JMA (2007).
convection Moreau (2005) Regional: none.
Data assimilation
System Global: Incremental 4D-Var Global: Incremental 4D-Var Global: Incremental 4D-Var
(Rabier et al., 2000) (Gauthier et al., 2007, (JMA, 2007).
Laroche et al., 2007).
Regional: 3D-Var Regional: Incremental 4D-Var
(Fillion et al., 2010). (Honda et al., 2005).
Configuration 2–3 inner loops, 2 inner loops, regular 240×120 Global: 1 inner loop, T159L60.
T159/255/255, (T108, 170 km at 49◦lat.), Regional: 1 inner loop, 15 km,
30 min time step 30 min time step 40 layers, variable time step.
Moist physics Always active Diabatic 1st inner loop Global: Simple physics and
advanced physics (35 iterations).
Regional: Moist physics always
active and trajectory updated
every iteration by nonlinear
forward model.
Moist control Normalized RH Log. of spec. humidity Global: Log. of spec. humidity.
variable (Andersson et al., 2007). Regional: Pseudo RH.
Cloud/precipitation data
Global: HIRS/AIRS/IASI N/A N/A
Infrared overcast radiances in
4D-Var (McNally, 2009).
Global: SSMI(S)/AMSR-E/TMI N/A AMSR-E/TMI retrieved
Microwave radiances in 4D-Var precipitation in 4D-Var
(Bauer et al., 2010; (Tauchi et al., 2004) in MSM.
Geer et al., 2010).
Regional N/A N/A Ground-based radar precipitation
(Koizumi et al., 2005).
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Table I (Continued)
NWP centre Me´te´o-France Met Office NCEP
(models) (ARPEGE, AROME) (UM, NAE, UK) (GFS, NAM, WRF)
Model
Global Spectral T798 Grid-point N512 (25 km), Eulerian T574L64 (32 km)
(10–60 km, stretched), 70 levels (top 80 km), for range 0–192 h and
70 levels (top 0.1 hPa), 10 min time step. T190L64 (110 km)
10 min time step. for range 192–384 h,
64 levels (top 0.2 hPa).
Regional Non-hydrostatic (2.5 km), NAE: grid-point 12/36 km, Continental USA:
60 levels (top 1 hPa), 70 levels (top 80 km), grid-point 12 km,
1 min time step. 5 min time step. 60 layers (top 2 hPa).
UK: grid-point variable
1.5 km grid, 70 levels
(top 40 km), 50 s time step.
Physics
Cloud Lopez (2002), Global: Wilson et al. (2008). Sundqvist et al. (1989),
Bouteloup et al. (2005). Regional: Smith (1990). Zhao and Carr (1997).
Convection Bougeault (1985), Gregory and Rowntree (1990), Simplified Arakawa–Schubert
Bechtold et al. (2001). Gregory and Allen (1991), (Grell, 1993; Pan and Wu, 1994;
Gregory et al. (1997). Han and Pan, 2011)
Linearized Large-scale precipitation Stiller and Ballard (2009a) Grid-scale condensation scheme,
cloud (linearized Smith (1990) large-scale precipitation scheme
cloud scheme + basic
autoconversion)
Linearized N/A Stiller and Ballard (2009b) Simplified Arakawa–Schubert
convection
Data assimilation
System Global: Incremental 4D-Var Global and NAE: Global and regional (GSI):
(Rabier et al., 2000). Incremental 4D-Var. Incremental 3D-Var
Regional: 3D-Var UK: 3D-Var (Derber and Wu, 1998;
(Brousseau et al., 2008). (Rawlins et al., 2007). Kleist et al., 1998).
Configuration 2 inner loops T107/323, 2 inner loops; 2 inner loops at the
30/22.5 min. time step. global N108/N216, resolution of T574/T574.
NAE 36 km, UK 3 km.
Moist physics Not active Always active Not active
Moist control Specific humidity ‘Total’ RH Normalized RH and
variable (vapour plus cloud). cloud water mixing ratio.
Cloud/precipitation data
Global: AIRS: Pangaud et al. (2009). AIRS/IASI cloudy radiances N/A
Infrared IASI: Guidard through 1D-Var/4D-Var
et al. (2011). (Pavelin et al., 2008).
Global: N/A AMSU-A channels 1 and 2 TMI-retrieved surface
Microwave in cloud, 4D-Var. rainrate in global analysis.
Regional N/A Radar rainrate (latent heat N/A
nudging; Macpherson, 2001),
SEVIRI cloud fraction
(Taylor et al., 2008).
Analysed cloud fraction from
SEVIRI and surface reports
(Renshaw and Francis, 2011).
Acronyms are explained in the text.
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The UK Met Office runs a global and various regional
models. Each uses a different configuration of the same
observation processing, assimilation and forecasting system.
Data assimilation uses variational analysis (Rawlins et al.,
2007). The forecast model is the Unified Model (UM; Davies
et al., 2005), a non-hydrostatic grid-point model with a semi-
implicit semi-Lagrangian integration scheme. The global
and North Atlantic–Europe (NAE) models have a six-hourly
data assimilation cycle using 4D-Var. The higher-resolution
UK models (4 km regular grid and 1.5 km variable grid) use
3D-Var with a 3-hourly cycle. Forecasts are produced for a
diverse range of customers and over a range of time-scales
and resolutions. Each model produces forecasts four times
a day, the global to T+144 h, the NAE to T+60 h, and the
UK models to T+36 h. The Met Office short-range ensemble
system (MOGREPS) has a global (60 km resolution, 70
levels) and a regional (NAE; 18 km resolution, 70 levels)
component and both consist of 24 ensemble members.
The global members provide the boundary conditions for
the regional members and the ensembles are created from
perturbing initial conditions and selected forecast model
components such as convection.
Me´te´o-France operates a global model, namely ARPEGE
(Action de Recherche Petite Eche`lle Grande Eche`lle) and its
deterministic forecast extends to 4 days ahead. Forecasts are
computed on a stretched grid with higher resolution over
Europe (10 km) and coarser resolution at the antipodes
(60 km). Four 4D-Var assimilations per day are performed
over 6 h time windows. A convective-scale model is
coupled to ARPEGE: AROME (Applications of Research
to Operations at Mesoscale) is a non-hydrostatic model
with a 2.5 km mesh on a 750 × 720 gridpoint domain
centred over France. AROME deterministic forecasts range
up to 30 h ahead and eight 3D-Var assimilations over
3 h time windows are performed each day, which use radar
reflectivities and radial winds, among other data. In addition
to these deterministic models, Me´te´o-France also operates
an ensemble prediction system using 35 members at a
horizontal resolution varying from 15 km over Europe to
90 km at the antipodes, up to 108 h ahead. An ensemble data
assimilation system of six members is also run operationally,
at a regular horizontal resolution of 50 km. It provides
the deterministic ARPEGE assimilation with background-
error variance maps for the ‘errors of the day’ and the
ensemble prediction system with perturbations for its initial
conditions.
Environment Canada (EC) runs a global deterministic
NWP system four times a day. The analysis is performed
using a 4D-Var approach to provide the Global Environ-
mental Multiscale (GEM) model (Coˆte´ et al., 1998) with
initial conditions. Table I gives details on the model con-
figuration and assimilation procedures. A regional model is
also used to perform short-term integrations (48 h), mostly
for precipitation forecasts. The current operational version is
based on a variable-resolution grid and should be upgraded
soon to a limited-area version. The regional analysis is per-
formed using a 3D-Var approach (Fillion et al., 2010). An
Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) with 96 members is also
used to perform ensemble forecasts.
The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) operates two
deterministic NWP systems, namely the Global Spectral
Model (GSM) and the Mesoscale Model (MSM). The target
of the GSM is short and medium-range forecasts up to nine
days ahead. The model is routinely operated four times a day
to produce the global forecasts. GSM outputs are used not
only for weather forecast guidance but also for various other
applications such as the generation of boundary conditions
for MSM, the forcing of the ocean wave forecast model,
volcanic ash tracer modelling, etc. The objective of the
MSM is to provide guidance for issuing warnings or very-
short-range forecasts of precipitation covering Japan and its
surrounding areas. The model is routinely operated eight
times a day to produce rapid updated rainfall forecasts up to
33 h. An incremental 4D-Var method is employed for both
global and regional data assimilation systems.
NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) run a daily suite of global and regional models
developed largely at the NCEP Environmental Modeling
Center (EMC). The Global Forecast System (GFS) model
runs four times a day and produces forecasts at ranges up
to 16 days, with decreasing spatial and temporal resolution
over time. The North American Mesoscale (NAM) forecast
system is one of the primary vehicles by which NCEP
provides short-range guidance to public and private sector
meteorologists. It is run four times daily at 0000, 0600, 1200,
and 1800 UTC. The GFS model is initialized with Gridpoint
Statistical Interpolation (GSI) analyses every 6 h and with
a 6 h time window. The GSI is a 3D-Var data analysis
system which was operationally implemented in May 2007.
The NAM is initialized with a 12 h run of the NAM Data
Assimilation System, which runs a sequence of four GSI
analyses and 3-hour Weather Research and Forecasting
Non-hydrostatic Mesoscale Model (WRF-NMM) forecasts
using all available observations to provide a first guess to the
NAM ‘on-time’ analysis
At the European Centre for Medium-range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF), two medium-range forecasts are
produced each day with the Integrated Forecasting
System (IFS), which are initialized with analyses from
an incremental 4D-Var system. Linearized moist physics
parametrizations are active during all stages of the inner-
loop minimization. The current moisture control variable
is normalized relative humidity (RH) and its extension to
include cloud condensate is in preparation. The 10-day
medium-range forecast is complemented by 51-member
ensemble prediction system that is extended to the monthly
range once a week with reduced spatial resolution and by
activating an ocean model component. The high-resolution
(16 km) deterministic model is coupled with a wave model.
3. Assimilation of clouds and precipitation
3.1. Derived products
The main parts of this article are concerned with the
assimilation of passive satellite radiometer observations;
however, most operational centres actually assimilate
ground-based rainfall observations and/or radar reflectivity
and selected cloud products in their regional modelling
systems. For example, regional models at the Met Office
(NAE and UK4, UK1.5) assimilate cloud fraction and height
through 4D-Var (NAE) and 3D-Var (UK4, UK1.5), as
described by Renshaw and Francis (2011). The cloud is
diagnosed from Meteosat Spinning Enhanced Visible and
Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) imagery and also from surface
reports (Taylor et al., 2008). The cloud fraction is converted
to a RH and assimilated as such. Overall there are benefits
seen to verification scores of cloud cover and screen-level
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temperature in the first 12 h of the forecast (Taylor et al.,
2008). However, Renshaw and Francis (2011) detail the
particular care that is needed to avoid degrading a forecast
by adding or removing moisture at the wrong vertical level.
The Met Office also introduced the assimilation of radar-
derived rainfall data into its operational mesoscale model in
1996. The rainfall assimilation technique used is latent heat
nudging (LHN; Jones and Macpherson, 1997). The same
technique is still used operationally in the NAE model (grid-
length 12 km) and the UK4 and UK1.5 models. The surface
precipitation rate estimates are supplied by a radar pre-
processing step incorporating anaprop removal, bright band
correction, orographic enhancement and regular adjustment
with rain gauges. The weight given to rainfall rates during
assimilation depends on distance from the nearest radar and
beam height above freezing level.
Further experience with this LHN scheme was reported
by Macpherson (2001) and Harrison et al. (2008). On
a monthly time-scale, beneficial impact of LHN on
precipitation forecast skill can be detected at a forecast range
of 12 h in some months, while in other months a neutral
signal is obtained. Increasing the frequency of the radar data
assimilated from 3-hourly to hourly improves the first 6 h
of the forecast. One observation impact study (Anderson,
2002) examined forecasts in which observations had given
a significant improvement in 6–12 h rainfall forecasts, and
investigated the origin of the improvement. Radar data were
found to be the most frequent source of the benefit with
a similar frequency for other data types such as aircraft
and radiosonde. Recently, a variational assimilation of rain
rate data has been developed and tested within the NAE
4D-Var assimilation scheme, but this is not yet operational.
Development of schemes to assimilate radar reflectivity has
also started.
At Me´te´o-France, reflectivity data from the 24 ground
radar network have been operationally assimilated in the
AROME analysis through a 1D+3D-Var technique since
April 2010. Pseudo-observations of RH are first retrieved
from observed reflectivity vertical profiles through a 1D
Bayesian retrieval. Then they are assimilated together with
other observations in the AROME 3D-Var. The motivation
behind this choice lies in the vantage position of AROME
3D-Var as a multivariate analysis scheme, together with
the prospect of treating all the observations within a single
system.
However, a straightforward assimilation of reflectivity
data raises technical as well as scientific difficulties. Among
these are:
(i) hydrometeor-related variables need to be included in
the AROME 3D-Var control variable, which implies
the computation of appropriate background-error
statistics;
(ii) the tangent-linear of the observation operator for
reflectivity and its adjoint must be coded; since
the observation operator for reflectivity is nonlinear
(threshold for detection of precipitation), this can
entail sub-optimalities during the minimization
process; and
(iii) the ‘no-rain’ issue (Lopez and Bauer, 2007; Errico
et al., 2007) bars taking into account non-rainy
observations and model equivalents; this is a major
drawback since no rainy profiles can be produced
when the model equivalent is non-rainy.
Since humidity is one of the most crucial parameters
to initialize at convection scale (Ducrocq et al., 2002), it
was decided to retrieve it in the same way as in Mare´cal
and Mahfouf (2002). However, to avoid the above-listed
drawbacks, the choice was made to use an alternative method
to the 1D-Var, based on the Goddard profiling algorithm
(GPROF) used to retrieve precipitation rates (Kummerow
et al., 2001) from satellite observations, together with a
database of Goddard cumulus ensemble simulations. The
database consists of ordered pairs of vertical profiles of RH
and reflectivity fields (built with a reflectivity observation
operator using the prognostic hydrometeor variables) drawn
from the model background vector state, in the vicinity of the
observation location. The assimilation method was assessed
on a number of cases, both in an idealized framework
(observing system simulation experiments) and with real
data (Caumont et al., 2010).
Studies with the AROME model on precipitating systems
and the assimilation of volumetric radar reflectivities from
the French ARAMIS (Application Radar a` la Me´te´orologie
Infra-Synoptique) network resulted in a better description
for short-term precipitation forecasts, qualitatively and
quantitatively (mainly in 3–9 h forecasts), especially for
cases of good vertical sampling of the atmosphere (Wattrelot
et al., 2008). This method proved the capability to create
proper increments to adjust the model reflectivities towards
the observations, even if there is no rain (at the same
location) in the model background fields. Indeed, the signal
is always precipitation-sensitive. An indirect consequence
of this is the possibility to use the ‘no-rain’ signal in order
to dry and shift misplaced precipitating patterns in the
model (Wattrelot, 2009). This highly enticing behaviour is
rendered possible after a radar data pre-processing, leading
to separate removed data (anaprop, sea or ground clutter)
from the signal below a radar detection threshold (low
signal-to-noise ratio).
At JMA, hourly precipitation data derived from ground-
based radar observations over Japan have been assimilated
operationally in the JMA MSM analysis since 2002. Rain-
gauge observations are employed to calibrate the radar data
and to produce the analyzed hourly precipitation estimates.
The analyzed precipitation data are averaged and smoothed
to fit the resolution of the 4D-Var inner-loop model. A
cost function of precipitation is devised by assuming an
exponential error distribution (Koizumi et al., 2005). An
improvement of model rainfall forecast spin-up was found
when these data were assimilated.
In the JMA mesoscale modelling system, precipitation
data derived from satellite microwave imager brightness
temperatures were incorporated for the Special Sensor
Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) and Tropical Rainfall Measur-
ing Mission (TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI) in 2003 and
Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E) in
2004, in addition to the analyzed hourly ground-based radar
precipitation data. Total column water vapour (TCWV)
derived from microwave imager data is assimilated in clear-
sky conditions and derived precipitation is utilized in rainy
conditions, which means that measurements of microwave
imager data are assimilated under all weather conditions
through retrieved quantities. It was found that the assim-
ilation of microwave imager retrievals produces realistic
atmospheric moisture fields which lead to better rainfall
forecasts (Tauchi et al., 2004).
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At NCEP, simplified methods to assimilate radar
reflectivity in regional analyses are under development and
this effort will be extended to assimilate the data in a hybrid
ensemble system that is a combination of variational and
ensemble analyses planned for future implementation.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) has also implemented hourly updated data assim-
ilation cycles, both with direct non-variational assimilation
of cloud (METAR ceiling, visibility, current weather, cloud
products derived from the Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite, GOES), 3D radar reflectivity and
lightning. These techniques were initially developed within
the operational Rapid Update Cycle (RUC; Benjamin et al.,
2004a, 2010). They have also been transferred into the Rapid
Refresh (RR) planned to replace the RUC model in late 2011
(Benjamin et al., 2007), which is based on the NCEP GSI
(Wu et al., 2002) analysis and the Advanced Research WRF
(WRF-ARW; Skamarock et al., 2005) model. The RUC/RR
cloud analysis package complements the variational data
assimilation of moisture with a non-variational 3D updating
of hydrometeors (cloud water, ice) with cloud information
derived from METAR observations and cloud retrievals
from GOES satellite instruments (Benjamin et al., 2004b)
to improve short-range cloud forecasts. Assimilation of 3D
radar reflectivity and lightning data (Weygandt et al., 2008)
is performed by specification of estimated 3D latent heating
within a digital filter initialization (DFI) already applied
for 1 h cycling within both the RUC model and more
recently, the ARW-WRF model. Adding the radar-LH to
DFI is successful in improving 1–8 h convective and stable
precipitation forecasts, both at 13 km resolution in the RR
and RUC and also in a 3 km hourly updated model called
the High-Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR).
ECMWF has performed various feasibility studies to
investigate the potential of assimilating ground-based rain-
fall radar observations in the global 4D-Var system, either
through the intermediate 1D-Var retrieval of TCWV using
radar rainfall and the subsequent assimilation of TCWV
in 4D-Var (Lopez and Bauer, 2007; Lopez et al., 2007), or
through the direct assimilation of the radar observations in
4D-Var (Lopez, 2011). It was found that short-range fore-
casts of rainfall could be improved but with weaker impact
on large-scale dynamics. In the 4D-Var system, the assimi-
lation of 6 h rainfall accumulations proved to be superior to
hourly rainfall due to more consistent observation-minus-
background statistics and the enhanced sensitivity of 4D-Var
for accumulated rain over the 12 h assimilation window.
The emphasis of the above rainfall assimilation efforts is
on regional applications; this is due to the fast dissipation
of rainfall information through the forecast that was
found in all systems, and the consistently high update
frequency required for the resulting products. For global
data assimilation, larger dimensioned radar networks,
e.g. over the USA or Europe, are required to produce
noticeable impact. As described, short-range forecasting
is also supported by various satellite-based cloud imagery
products that have not yet been tested in global and
variational data assimilation systems.
3.2. Infrared radiances
Since advanced infrared sounders on polar orbiting
satellites became available, infrared radiance (15.5–3.7 µm)
observations from these radiometers have provided the bulk
of the observational information on clear-sky temperature
and moisture in global data assimilation systems. Both the
Advanced Infrared Radiation Sounder (AIRS; since 2002)
and Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI;
since 2006) are used fairly consistently across operational
NWP centres in terms of channel selection, data screening
and impact (Collard and McNally, 2009). The clear-sky data
usage implies that model radiances are obviously restricted
to the clear part of the atmosphere, and it thus requires cloud
detection in the observations to prevent cloud contributions
to the radiances being aliased into temperature and moisture
analyses (McNally and Watts, 2003; Garand et al., 2007,
2011).
Recently, efforts to include cloud-affected data have been
made to enhance global data usage in areas where forecasts
are rather sensitive to the initial conditions (McNally, 2002).
The main limitation here is the large nonlinear sensitivity
of infrared radiances to cloud fraction and cloud-top height
that can cause minimization failure in variational data
assimilation systems.
Most of these approaches have been designed as
extensions of the operational set-up for the assimilation
of clear radiances and clear fields of view. A simplified
cloud model is used by most centres. The effect of cloud on
radiances is modelled by the effect of a mono-layered cloud
located at a given cloud-top pressure pcld. This effective
cloud is semi-transparent with transmittance τ and covers
a geometric fraction N (between 0 and 1) of the field of
view. The geometric fraction is not to be confused with
the model’s prognostic cloud fraction since it is retrieved
from observations and refers to the simplified single-layer
cloud assumption. The equivalent emissivity is therefore
N(1 − τ ) = N, with cloud layer emissivity ‘epsilon’, and
the cloudy radiance Lcld is given by a linear combination of
the clear radiance Lclr and of the radiance corresponding to
an overcast cloud at cloud-top pressure Lcld,o(pcld):
Lcld = Lclr(1 − N) + Lcld,o(pcld)N , (1)
where L and  are wavelength dependent.
The interpretation of the model given by Eq. (1) is not
without some problems. The first problem is that there is
always significant ambiguity between the two parameters.
For example, an underestimated cloud-top pressure (cloud
too high) can always be partly compensated for by decreasing
the effective emissivity and vice versa. The use of multiple
channels should in principle reduce this ambiguity, but the
assumption of wavelength-independent N is only valid if
the employed channels are spectrally close to each other (for
example all located in the 15 µm CO2 absorption band) or
if the cloud covers the entire field of view and is very thick.
The quality of the cloud parameters also depends on
the type of cloud. Low clouds are always difficult to detect
and to characterize from observations in the infrared range
due to large surface emission contributions to the radiance
signal and small temperature gradients across the boundary
layer. Very thin clouds and multi-layered clouds produce
ambiguities due to the contribution of deeper atmospheric
layers to the total radiance (Pavelin et al., 2008). These
authors also show that cloud-top pressure retrieval accuracy
improves with increasing cloud fraction (their Figure 2).
In practice, the quantities pcld and N are thus effective
‘catch-all’ quantities that are used to explain the observed
cloudy radiance in terms of a linear combination of a clear
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radiance and a cloudy radiance. N cannot be interpreted as
the product of a geometrical cloud fraction and a physically
meaningful emissivity. Likewise, pcld does not correspond
to a physical cloud top. The simplified cloud parameters
(that are generally estimated from the observations on their
respective pixel geometry) incorporate any heterogeneity
and nonlinearity in the real cloud properties. In certain
conditions–e.g. when the true cloud is opaque and overcast
with a homogeneous cloud height–the effective parameters
take on a more physical meaning and can be compared to
physical values from e.g. an NWP model.
The main advantage of Eq. (1) is its simplicity. It is
therefore possible to model the cloudy radiances using a
small number of effective parameters (at least two). N is
generally extracted from the observed infrared radiances and
not from the model cloud fields. This is because the often
significant discrepancy between modelled and observed
cloud locations and states can produce large radiance
departures implying strong nonlinear model sensitivies.
At ECMWF, this situation has been acknowledged by
strictly limiting the cloud-affected data usage to overcast
scenes (N = 1) for which it is assumed that the infrared
emissivity  = 1 and thus N = 1. In these cases, the cloud-
top pressure is retrieved fairly well from selected window
channels, thus providing an anchor or linearization point
for the minimization. As mentioned above, the limitation
to overcast clouds also allows Eq. (1) to be interpreted more
physically and compared to NWP model clouds.
The overcast option adds about 5% to data globally.
The radiance calculations are then performed as in clear
skies above the cloud and a fully opaque cloud deck
is added as the lower-boundary condition (McNally,
2009). At Me´te´o-France and EC, a similar window-channel
retrieval is employed to obtain N. However, the current
experimentation is not limited to overcast situations. At
both ECMWF and EC, cloud-top pressure (for EC also N)
can vary in the minimization but does not actively modify
the actual cloud state. However, McNally (2009) shows that
the differences between initial and final cloud-top pressure
before and after minimization are rather small for overcast
clouds–mostly less than 2 hPa for low clouds and slightly
larger for high clouds.
Pavelin et al. (2008) describe how at the Met Office 1D-
Var is used to retrieve cloud-top pressure and effective
cloud emissivity from AIRS and IASI radiances. These cloud
parameters are then passed onto 4D-Var and kept constant
for use in the radiative transfer model calculating radiances.
This allows 4D-Var to use cloud-affected radiances, although
the cloud information itself is not assimilated. 1D-Var
experiments of this kind have also been performed by
Heilliette and Garand (2007) at EC.
The performance of a simple one-layer cloud scheme, as
described in Eq. (1), only constrained by cloud-top height
and cloud fraction, has also been investigated by JMA.
It was confirmed that, although the cloud height is often
overestimated for clouds with small fractional coverage, this
method becomes quite reliable and it significantly reduces
observation-minus-model departures for cloud fractions
above 0.8. 1D-Var experiments with a simple cloud scheme
have been carried out under almost overcast conditions
at JMA, similar to those at the Met Office. Preliminary
results show that once cloud-affected channels are added,
as expected, sharper analysis increments of temperature at
the cloud top and additional temperature and humidity
increments below cloud base are generated when compared
to a clear-sky radiance 1D-Var.
Auligne´ (2007) proposed an alternative to this single-
layer cloud formulation called the Multi-variate Minimum
Residual (MMR). The cloud-top height and cloud fraction
(or effective emissivity) in Eq. (1) are simply replaced by
an array of cloud fractions for each model vertical level.
This formulation allows for thick clouds and multiple cloud
layers. Since clouds at every vertical level are assumed to be
opaque, the effective cloud fraction retrieved by the MMR
scheme corresponds to the cloud amount within the portion
of the instrument pixel which is not covered by clouds above.
Therefore, the sum of all the cloud fractions plus the clear
fraction is always equal to 1. This simplified formulation
alleviates the difficult issue of cloud overlap.
For feasibility testing, the scheme has been implemented
in ECMWF’s IFS, NCAR’s WRF and NCEP’s GSI data
assimilation systems, using either Radiative Transfer for
TOVS (RTTOV) or Community Radiative Transfer Model
(CRTM) forward models. Figure 1 compares the retrieved
cloud-top pressure from the NASA AIRS and the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Level 2
product for a single granule over the high southern
latitudes (where clouds are usually harder to detect). The
consistency of the cloud information among the AIRS
pixels demonstrates the robustness of the scheme, since
independent retrievals are performed for every pixel. The
fair agreement with the MODIS products shows the skills
of the MMR scheme to select the cloud-free observations.
Furthermore, the retrieved cloud fractions can be used
to form a simple linear observation operator and the
resulting observation-minus-background departures are in
fact comparable to the cloud-free ones for nearly all pixels.
The impact of such a scheme on the analysis remains to be
demonstrated.
JMA is also studying the assimilation of cloudy infrared
radiances including all model cloud variables. Similar cloud
liquid (ice) water and cloud fraction model first-guess
profiles are produced when either the parametrization based
on Smith (1990) or the diagnostic scheme of Tompkins
and Janiskova´ (2004) are used. While observation-minus-
model first-guess departures at thermal wavelength channels
become smaller by including the effect of clouds (accounting
for scattering through use of RTTOV), they still exhibit large
negative values for deep clouds due to insufficiently modelled
cloud absorption. For short-wave infrared channels, first-
guess departures are overall slightly negative, most likely
because not only cloud scattering and absorption but also
gas absorption is not adequately modelled. It was found that
nonlinearity increases with the number of cloud variables
perturbed once cloud water profiles and cloud fraction have
been added.
Given the individual results produced at all NWP
centres, the grey cloud formulation seems to represent a
possible option given the quality of currently available cloud
parametrization, but the linearity constraint in global data
assimilation systems may require its limitation to fractional
cloud coverage close to 1. More sophisticated schemes like
the MMR promise to add information on vertical layering
and the method is already being tested within existing NWP
systems.
In general, the main impact of the additional cloud-
affected data is to produce temperature weighting functions
at cloud top that are much sharper than in clear-sky
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. Cloud-top pressure (hPa) derived from (a) Aqua MODIS and (b) AIRS using the NCAR Multi-variate Minimum Residual (MMR) method.
This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj
conditions, even for low-level clouds for which unknown
surface emission effects can become problematic in clear
skies. In addition, channels whose weighting functions peak
above clouds but still receive significant cloud contributions
can be used more aggressively to gain extra information
on temperature and humidity above the cloud that would
otherwise be excluded.
Note that all the above experiments and implementations
do not actively account for spatial representativeness
issues such as the mismatch between spatial sampling and
resolution provided by infrared radiometers and the actual
skill of NWP models to represent clouds at the right location
and with the correct extent and overlap.
Figure 2 shows the most significant impact of cloud-
affected infrared radiance data assimilated through the
model in Eq. (1) in the ECMWF, Me´te´o-France and EC
analyses. The impact is illustrated by the mean change of
temperature at lower levels, i.e. 700 and 850 hPa. Generally,
the cloud-affected data increases temperatures at 700 hPa
and decreases temperatures at 850 hPa (and thus decreases
lapse rate) in subtropical areas with significant presence of
stratocumulus in all systems. The cloud tops are typically
just below 850 hPa, so the impact here comes directly from
the sensitivity to temperature at the cloud top.
The main features of these mean differences are
reproduced by all systems, but the magnitude is much
larger in the Me´te´o-France and EC analyses because more
data are used due to the inclusion of fractional cloud cover
(note that the experiments were run over different periods).
The significant differences between the magnitude of impact
between centres may also demonstrate the above-mentioned
ambiguity between cloud-top pressure and cloud fraction
and indicate the risk of aliasing cloud retrieval errors into
temperature analyses in the presence of clouds with small
fractional coverage.
While the patterns of mean temperature impact shown
in Figure 2 could simply indicate model biases, the fact
that similar patterns are seen in all three systems might
indicate something more fundamental, such as the shape
of the radiance Jacobians, background-error correlations or
physical model processes. The features of warming at 700 hPa
and cooling at 850 hPa, which are associated with areas of
stratocumulus cloud, suggest a mechanism of cloud-top-
sensitive satellite observations producing sharp increments
at the cloud top and further increments of opposite sign
well above the boundary clouds. The latter cannot be the
result of vertical model background-error correlations, i.e. a
secondary effect of the temperature increments at 850 hPa,
because temperature correlations are weak between layers
and the vertical profile of background temperature error
standard deviations is usually flat. Since vertical exchange
processes are limited in these situations between the two
levels, the shape of the radiance Jacobians could explain
the dipole of analysis impact. This phenomenon requires
further investigation.
In addition, both ECMWF and Me´te´o-France systems
also produce increments near the top of the troposphere
associated with cirrus clouds. However, due to their small
optical thickness and horizontal extent, the increments are
largely limited to the Tropics.
Figure 3 illustrates the impact of adding cloud-affected
AIRS/IASI radiance observations to the Met Office and
Me´te´o-France systems in terms of the relative change of
forecast errors. For the Met Office (Figure 3(a)), 1–5 day
root-mean-square (RMS) forecast error differences for mean
sea-level pressure (PMSL), geopotential height at 500 hPa
(Z500), wind speed at 850 and 250 hPa (W850, W250)
over Northern and Southern Hemispheres (NH and SH) as
well as Tropics (TR) show mostly improvements by up to
2%. The impact tends to dissipate quickly into the forecast
and the SH impact is mixed. The Me´te´o-France results
(Figure 3(b)) show a slightly weaker impact because only
the impact of the additional IASI cloudy observations is
shown since AIRS cloudy data are already contained in both
cases. However, the general trend is very similar; again a
small increase of SH geopotential height and wind errors is
observed.
Future research needs to investigate the relationship
between this degradation and the observations used in the
presence of multi-layered clouds with N largely different
from 1. Generally, McNally (2009) obtains a similar forecast
impact in the ECMWF system, namely a marginally positive
impact on Z500 in NH and SH and a 1–2% positive impact
on 700 hPa temperatures at all latitudes, and no degradation
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Figure 2. Mean temperature analysis impact (K) of cloud-affected infrared sounder radiance data (a, b, c) at 700 hPa and (d, e, f) at 850 hPa from (a, d)
ECMWF, (b, e) Me´te´o-France and (c, f) Environment Canada model experiments for periods September–November 2009 (ECMWF) and September
2010 (Me´te´o-France and Environment Canada).
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Figure 3. Relative change in root-mean-square forecast errors for selected parameters between clear + cloud-affected and clear-sky only infrared radiance
data assimilation experiments in the (a) Met Office and (b) Me´te´o-France systems for December 2008, verified against sonde, SYNOP and buoy
observations.
in the SH. Given that only about 5% more data are added,
this impact is quite considerable and it seems to alleviate the
SH forecast error increase.
The addition of infrared radiances affected by clouds
mainly aims at a more aggressive use of temperature and
moisture sounding information near the cloud top and,
as described above, does not affect cloud parameters by
construction. In fact, the experiments displayed in Figure 2
did not reveal an impact on cloud cover or other cloud
parameters (not shown). The extent to which the single
cloud layer approach can be widened to address multiple
layer clouds and cloud fractions significantly different
from 1 remains the subject of future research, but the
above-mentioned nonlinearity issue may not permit a fully
open system in global incremental 4D-Var.
3.3. Microwave radiances
3.3.1. Microwave sounders
Contrary to the infrared, microwave radiances are sensitive
to the entire column of water vapour, cloud water/ice and
precipitation as well as the surface. Microwave imagers
mostly employ channels located in atmospheric absorption
windows, thus maximizing the radiance sensitivity to cloud
and the surface while sounders use channels near oxygen
and water vapour absorption lines to maximize sensitivity
to the atmospheric temperature and moisture profile. The
sounders also include a few window-like channels used for
cloud detection and surface property retrievals supporting
the sounding application.
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The approach to using microwave imagers or sounders
in the presence of clouds for NWP therefore differs in that
imager data assimilation aims at adding information on
humidity (mostly total column), cloud, precipitation and
surface wind to the analysis over oceans, while sounder
data assimilation aims at producing a cleaner temperature
and moisture profile analysis over both land and oceans.
The latter is very similar to cloud-affected infrared radiance
assimilation and is expected to have little direct impact on the
clouds themselves. However, microwave radiances lack the
same strong sensitivity to cloud-top pressure and fractional
cloud cover at cloud top, but rather respond to integrated
column cloud properties. This also implies a much smaller
degree of nonlinearity than present for infrared radiances,
and thus a much lower need to linearize the minimization
problem near an observed cloud retrieval such as N.
It is generally assumed that microwave sounders are all-
weather instruments, but cloud liquid water absorption
is rather efficient at frequencies above 50 GHz, so that
even sounder radiance assimilation would ideally include
the effects of cloud and precipitation contributions to
absorption and scattering to fully comprehend their effect
on the measured radiances. This requires moist physical
parametrizations being accurate enough to produce model
cloud and precipitation predictions that are close to the
observations, and activated moist physics schemes in the
minimization to provide a consistent clear and cloudy state
update in the analysis.
At the Met Office, a priority has been set on improving
the sounder radiance data usage and Advanced Microwave
Sounding Unit (AMSU-A) radiances are used in 4D-Var
in the presence of cloud liquid water, outside the Tropics
(north of 20◦N and south of 20◦S) and when scattering is not
detected (Adrian Jupp, personal communication). AMSU-A
channels 1 and 2 (23.8 and 31.4 GHz) are more sensitive
to cloud liquid water than other AMSU-A oxygen band
channels. The intention is that 4D-Var, by varying total RH
(vapour plus cloud) to fit channels 1 and 2, will improve
the use of the temperature sounding channels. At all other
centres, both AMSU-A and Microwave Humidity Sounder
(MHS) radiances are treated as clear-sky observations for
which a cloud detection (usually based on thresholding
first-guess departures) is applied to the observations, and
the presence of clouds in the model atmosphere is ignored.
Figure 4 shows an example of Metop AMSU-A channel 4
radiance first-guess departure differences when cloud effects
are neglected (Figure 4(a)) or included (Figure 4(b)) in
the radiative transfer calculations at ECMWF. Until now,
cloud contributions have been ignored in most systems
and quality control algorithms are applied to the first-guess
departures to avoid aliasing of cloud contributions into
lower tropospheric temperature analyses. In this case, the
areas of significant cloud absorption are highlighted by
positive departures in Figure 4(a) since clear-sky radiative
transfer calculations for this channel underestimate the
atmospheric contribution added by relatively warm clouds
over the radiometrically cold surface. Accounting for clouds
greatly reduces the departures, except in areas where the
model clouds and the radiative transfer model produce
biases, and thus a much cleaner temperature analysis can be
expected (Figure 4(b)). Note that the calculations are solely
based on the ECMWF model clouds and do not involve
additional cloud parameters retrieved from observations.
The same approach can be applied to AMSU-A channels
5–6, but less improvement is obtained since the effect
of clouds on these channels is mostly limited to areas
where there are frozen hydrometeors in deep convective
clouds. During these tests, it was found that it was
important to interpolate model temperature profiles to
the exact observation location to produce acceptable first-
guess departures. This means that the strong sensitivity of
microwave sounder radiances to temperature dominates
the signal and that model temperature gradients between
grid-boxes must be accounted for. This is less important for
clouds for which larger model cloud location errors exist in
the first place.
For both microwave and infrared sounders, the main
priority at the Met Office and ECMWF is to produce
a better atmospheric temperature analysis by performing
more accurate radiative transfer calculations, rather than to
affect the model moist physics parametrizations directly. The
advantage of such a system is that only little modification
needs to be applied to the existing data assimilation system,
since only model first-guess clouds (produced by the short-
range forecast) and no active interaction with the model
physics are required, so that control vector, background-
error statistics and linearized physics remain unaffected.
In the USA, the Joint Center for Satellite Data Assimilation
(JCSDA) and the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) have been working to assimilate cloud-
affected microwave radiance data to improve the global
analysis. It is planned to include AMSU-A radiance data
affected by clouds over the ocean in the operational Global
Data Assimilation System (GDAS) by 2012, and to move
on to including cloud-affected microwave imager data
afterwards. The observation errors as a function of the
mean observed cloud amount and first-guess cloud amount
have been estimated based on statistics of the first-guess
departures for all-sky (i.e. clear and cloudy) radiances
following Geer and Bauer (2010). For now, cloud water
(liquid + ice) is being used as the control vector for all-sky
radiance assimilation in addition to temperature, humidity,
surface pressure, and surface winds, but total moisture
(water vapour + cloud liquid + cloud ice + hydrometeors) as
a control variable is currently being tested. The background-
error covariance matrix, in which error variances of cloud
water are specified, are currently constructed by the NMC
method. The background-error covariance from the hybrid
ensemble approach will be tested following the GSI update
from 3D-Var to a hybrid 3D-Var planned to be operational
for early 2012.
The extension of moisture-based control variables to
cloud variables is currently also being investigated at
ECMWF. The most likely option will be to add cloud liquid
water and cloud ice to the ‘dry’ control variables that are
variance-normalized to produce Gaussian error covariance
statistics as also employed for the moisture variable (Ho´lm
et al., 2002). The Met Office system already employs a total
water control variable (Table I) in both 4D-Var and 1D-Var
systems.
3.3.2. Microwave imagers
Most operational NWP centres have been assimilating
microwave imager data in clear skies for a long time, mainly
to constrain lower tropospheric humidity over oceans
(Table I). The identification of clear-sky areas is usually
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Figure 4. Mean first-guess departure difference (K) of Metop AMSU-A channel 4 radiances when model cloud effects are (a) ignored or (b) included in
the radiative transfer calculations. The period is 1–8 February 2010.
based on the observations and by neglecting model clouds.
Before the direct assimilation of radiances in 4D-Var, most
centres experimented with 1D-Var algorithms to retrieve
TCWV and near-surface wind speed over oceans to better
understand the sensitivity of radiances to moisture regime
and clouds, as well as to help characterize model biases
and observation operator errors (e.g. Phalippou, 1996). The
retrieved parameters from the 1D-Var are then assimilated
in 4D-Var, hence this approach is called 1D+4D-Var.
ECMWF assimilated SSM/I radiance data in this way
between 1998 and 2002, after which the radiances were
assimilated directly in 4D-Var until 2005. The same
approach is shared by Me´te´o-France since 2006 due to the
common computer code; the Met Office is also assimilating
TCWV and sea-surface wind speed retrieved from
microwave imager radiances in clear skies. At EC, SSM/I
observations are assimilated in clear-sky conditions–soon to
be complemented by SSMIS observations. The JMA global
analysis has used microwave radiance data under clear-
sky conditions since 2003 and the current system includes
AMSR-E on Aqua, TMI on TRMM, and SSMIS on Defense
Meteorological Satellites Program (DMSP) F-16 and F-17.
Experiments at ECMWF have indicated that too many
microwave imager observations may constrain the analysis
too strongly and produce an overall detrimental impact.
This is partly explained by significant model moisture
biases, particularly in the Tropics. For this reason, JMA
assigns rather large observation errors to the observations.
This avoids excessive positive moisture increments and thus
rainfall in the early stage of the forecast range due to the
common dry model bias.
In clouds and precipitation, microwave imager data are
mostly sensitive to the integrated path of liquid water and
ice, moisture and surface wind depending on frequency,
cloud cover and cloud depth. The observation operator thus
becomes more complex because it requires running moist
physics parametrizations and a multiple-scattering radiative
transfer code with a more demanding definition of model
biases, observation operator errors and data assimilation
systems (e.g. Geer et al., 2010).
In 2005, ECMWF added cloud- and precipitation-affected
microwave imager radiances to the clear-sky stream. The
initial system was also based on a 1D+4D-Var approach
in which the 1D-Var retrieved TCWV in cloudy areas,
which was subsequently assimilated in 4D-Var (Bauer
et al., 2006a,b; Geer et al., 2008). The ECMWF 1D+4D-Var
system was superseded in 2009 by the direct assimilation
of radiances in 4D-Var, the so-called all-sky system (Bauer
et al., 2010; Geer et al., 2010). The all-sky approach is the
first fully open system in which no a priori distinction
between clear or cloudy observations or model profiles is
made and the adjustment of temperature, moisture, surface
and cloud state is left to 4D-Var and the involved physical
parametrizations. The all-sky system has been further refined
by an enhanced error formulation (Bormann et al., 2010;
Cardinali and Prates, 2011; Geer and Bauer, 2010, 2011).
The above experience suggests that adding clouds
and precipitation also adds many degrees of freedom
and that NWP model cloud and precipitation biases in
occurence, location and intensity quickly dominate the
observation-minus-model departure statistics from which
the observational information in data assimilation is
drawn. Different parametrizations can produce substantially
different observation simulations. For radiance assimilation,
only a few multiple-scattering radiative transfer models
are available that also include forward, tangent-linear and
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Figure 5. (a) mean TCWV analysis (kg m−2), (b) mean TCWV analysis difference between all-sky and no-microwave-imager experiments (kg m−2),
(c) mean low cloud cover in analysis and (d) mean low cloud cover difference between all-sky and no-microwave-imager experiments, for period
September–October 2009.
adjoint model versions and undergo rigorous testing and
model updating to ensure their safe application within
operational systems. Examples are RTTOV-SCATT and
the Community Radiative Transfer Model (CRTM; Chen
et al., 2008). Both models include forward, tangent-linear
and adjoint model versions (also Bennartz and Greenwald,
2011).
3.3.3. Experiments
The general performance of the ECMWF all-sky system
in analysis and forecasts has been widely documented.
However, in the following, we will compare and contrast
the impact on analyses of cloudy infrared radiances (also
section 3.2) with that of cloudy microwave radiances
using the ECMWF all-sky data assimilation system. The
two observation types will be compared by showing their
impact on mean analysis state and analysis increments for
selected variables. Since a large diversity of observations
are used in the analysis, the effect of overcast infrared and
microwave radiances is isolated by analysis (increment)
differences between experiments with and without the
respective observation type, but by maintaining all other
observations in the experiments.
The results presented in this section were derived from
the following set of experiments:
(i) all-sky microwave plus overcast infrared radiances;
(ii) as (i) but withdrawing all-sky microwave radiances;
(iii) as (ii) but withdrawing overcast infrared radiances.
Therefore the comparison of (i) and (ii) allows the estimation
of the impact of all-sky microwave radiances while the
comparison of (ii) and (iii) allows the evaluation of the
impact of overcast infrared radiances. The latter may become
amplified by the absence of all-sky microwave radiances in
(ii) and (iii) but the intention here is to show basic effects
rather than to put different observation types in competition.
Figure 5 shows the mean analysis TCWV and low cloud
cover (LCC) of the all-sky experiment, as well as the analysis
differences between the all-sky system and the experiment
in which all microwave imager data have been denied (no-
microwave-imager). In the eastern tropical Pacific, the main
impact of microwave radiometer data is a moistening by
up to 10% just south of the intertropical convergence zone
(ITCZ) over warm waters and a drying off the coast of Peru
where usually strong meridional sea-surface temperature
(SST) gradients occur. These are caused by a rather steady
anticyclonic circulation pattern located off the western
coast of South America, which drives cold air northwards
near the surface and produces oceanic upwelling. The
location of the anticyclone in the downwelling branch
of the Hadley circulation leads to consistent large-scale
temperature inversions at the top of the boundary layer
and persistent stratocumulus cloud decks. The impact of
microwave imager data on TCWV is also translated into low-
level cloud cover enhancements (Figure 5(d)). The cloud
cover enhancement mostly occurs in the areas of moistening
over the equatorial eastern Pacific, while the region with
persistently high amounts of LCC remains unaffected
due to moisture levels near saturation. Overcast infrared
radiances, however, produce very little effect on moisture
and cloudiness (not shown). This is partly due to the much
smaller amount of infrared overcast compared to microwave
radiance data but also because infrared overcast data mainly
affect lower-level temperatures rather than moisture.
The mean analysis difference for temperature and
horizontal wind at 700 and 850 hPa is shown in Figure 6 for
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Figure 6. Mean (a) 700 hPa and (b) 850 hPa temperature (shading, K)
and wind (arrows) analysis difference between all-sky and no-microwave-
imager experiments. The period is September–October 2009. The dashed
line shows the cross-section used in Figure 8.
microwave and in Figure 7 for infrared radiances. The cloud-
affected infrared radiance assimilation is restricted to areas of
overcast clouds depicted in Figure 5(c). As already described
in section 3.2, the analysis differences (Figure 7(a) versus (b))
show a change of sign between 850 hPa and above the clouds
at 700 hPa. Since tropospheric temperature background-
error standard deviation functions are fairly constant with
height in the ECMWF 4D-Var system, this shape is most
likely the result of the sharpening of the infrared sounder
weighting functions at cloud top that produce a cooling
near the cloud top and a significant warming in the layers
above. A similar shape of increments has been found by
McNally (2009) for low-level clouds in the North Pacific
(his Figure 5(a)). The dynamic response is not particularly
strong since mean wind analysis differences remain below
0.3 m s−1. However, at 700 hPa air is generally moved away
from the area of warming while enhanced convergence is
produced at 850 hPa.
Interestingly, the presence of all-sky microwave radiances
produces a similar impact at 700 hPa compared to
overcast infrared radiances (Figure 6(a)) but a much more
widespread opposite temperature increment at 850 hPa,
also towards the north (Figure 6(b)). The general impact
is stronger due to the much larger volume of microwave
data that comprise clear and cloud-affected observations.
The microwave radiometer weighting functions are also
broader than those from infrared instruments and their
main sensitivity is to moisture. The moisture sensitivity
is roughly proportional to the moisture density profile,
so that the greatest contribution comes from near
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Figure 7. As Figure 6, but showing the mean impact of overcast infrared
radiances.
the surface. For microwave radiance assimilation, the
temperature increments are therefore a secondary effect
coming either (i) through the transformation to the
RH control variable, whose background-error standard
deviations exhibit a pronounced peak near 850–800 hPa,
or (ii) from cloud information and through the moist
physics parametrisations. Thus similar and opposite impacts
of infrared and microwave radiances on temperature are
produced by very different mechanisms in the analysis, and
exhibit some inconsistency at lower levels in this complex
meteorological environment.
Figure 8 shows zonal cross-sections of temperature
and RH increments along the line (150–60◦W/40◦N–40◦S)
overplotted on Figures 6 and 7. The line crosses the areas
of maximum analysis difference and roughly tracks the
direction of the strongest SST gradients. The southeastern
end is co-located with the region of highest low-level
cloud cover and the northwestern part crosses the ITCZ
(at about 10◦N) into the trade-wind zone north of the ITCZ,
again an area with higher amounts of low-level clouds.
Mean increment differences are shown between the overcast
infrared radiance data denial experiment and its control
(Figure 8(a)) and the all-sky microwave denial and its control
experiment (Figure 8(b)). Mean increment differences are
not identical to mean analysis differences because they
are computed from the difference between first-guess and
analysis in each cycle and include the evolution of the
model first guess with time due to the difference between
an experiment and its control. In any case, the increment
difference indicates the areas where most of the work is
performed in the analysis on the mean state.
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Figure 8. Zonal cross-sections of difference in mean temperature (grey shading, K) and relative humidity increments (contours with positive solid
and negative dashed) between (a) clear + cloud-affected and clear-sky only infrared radiance and (b) all-sky and no microwave data assimilation. The
cross-section is along the line shown in Figures 6 and 7, i.e. 150–60◦W and 40◦S–40◦N.
Figure 8(a) highlights again the areas of the 700–850 hPa
dipole of positive and negative increments above the
temperature inversion in the presence of stratocumulus
clouds between 30◦S and the Equator. The 700 hPa warming
is more pronounced further away from the areas of highest
cloud occurrence, while the 800 hPa cooling is strongest
where the most persistent cloud cover is present. The
vertical cross-section of RH increments does not indicate
a significant moisture response, again due to the fact
that infrared radiances have a strong direct sensitivity to
temperature.
The all-sky microwave observations produce much
stronger increments with much deeper structures due to
their primary sensitivity to integrated moisture and liquid
and the broadening effect by the moisture background-
error structure functions. Notably, the 850 hPa cooling that
was seen near 85◦W, 20◦S from the infrared radiances is
also seen in Figure 8(b), but dominated by the general
warming at this level as described above. This pattern is
only dissolved by the intensive convection across the ITCZ
(115◦W, 10◦N) and becomes even stronger north of the
ITCZ. North of 15◦N, the data produce low-level cooling
and a warmer, drier level at 850 hPa thus increasing stability.
In the ITCZ, the entire troposphere above 800 hPa is cooled
in both experiments leading to reduced updraught at mid
levels. This is consistent between infrared and microwave
assimilation experiments.
The general message is that cloud-affected infrared and
microwave radiances produce temperature increments that
are consistent near 700 hPa above low-level clouds, but show
the opposite sign in most areas below, except in the presence
of overcast clouds. The mechanisms through which both
observation types act on the temperature analysis are rather
different because infrared radiances have a strong direct
sensitivity to atmospheric temperature and the weighting
functions sharpen above overcast clouds. In these situations,
moisture and wind are only weakly affected while microwave
radiances primarily affect moisture in deep layers. This
signal becomes further distributed by the vertical moisture
structure functions and produces quite significant response
in temperature.
This example demonstrates the individual contribution
of cloud- and precipitation-affected infrared and microwave
radiances in an operational NWP system that can be assumed
rather typical for all data assimilation and modelling systems
covered in the article. The impact on temperature and
moisture in the analysis is noticeable but not identical
between the two observation types due to the significantly
different sensitivity to temperature, moisture and cloud
variables. Most experiments seem to produce beneficial
overall impact despite the fact that none of the centres has
optimized its data assimilation systems regarding control
variables and background-error statistics. This is quite
a remarkable result since the many fundamental issues
associated with assimilating such data (Errico et al., 2007)
do not necessarily promise this success.
4. Discussion and future plans
This article summarizes the current development status of
the assimilation of satellite observations affected by cloud
and precipitation at global and operational NWP centres.
Microwave and infrared radiances represent the most widely
used observation types. Most centres directly assimilate
radiances in clear skies and therefore attempt to extend
this system to include also cloud-affected data because the
consistent maintenance of radiance observations, including
observation error and bias correction definition, has high
priority at operational centres. The Met Office slightly
deviates from the fully generalized radiance assimilation
in that a separate 1D-Var retrieval step preceeds the usage
of observations in 4D-Var. The 1D-Var step introduces an
opportunity for quality control and is used with cloud-
affected observations to determine cloud variables such as
cloud-top pressure, emissivity or liquid water content that
are then kept fixed in 4D-Var.
The most fundamental aspect of cloud-affected data
usage is the question of whether cloud information is
used to produce a cleaner temperature and moisture
analysis, or also to constrain cloud variables for a better
moist physics analysis in 4D-Var. Mostly for infrared and
microwave sounder radiances, a temperature analysis that
minimizes aliasing from cloud to temperature sensitivity
is targeted while microwave imager radiances, due to
their sensitivity to integrated contents of moisture and
condensate, are used to constrain cloud variables as well.
In both applications though, the reduction of potential
aliasing of cloud information into temperature and moisture
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represents the main benefit, whether or not clouds are
directly constrained in the analysis.
An aspect of the fundamental problems presented here is
that numerical weather simulation models are designed to
represent spatially and statistically averaged clouds whereas
satellite instruments observe a very different spatial average
of real clouds. It thus makes sense to focus on better
temperature and moisture analyses because comparing
weather model clouds with observed clouds is ambiguous
because of their fundamental differences in filtering. Once
the representation of clouds in models converges to that
of observations, all-sky infrared and microwave radiances
can be exploited more aggressively to simultaneously
update cloud, precipitation, moisture and temperature state
estimates.
Among NWP centres, the current approaches to assimilate
infrared radiances are rather similar in that a retrieval of
cloud top and (effective) cloud emissivity is performed,
usually without an explicit modelling of multiple scattering
effects inside clouds. The systems differ by their treatment
of fractional cloud amount; the more conservative systems
(ECMWF) are limited to fully overcast systems, while other
centres (Me´te´o-France, Environment Canada, Met Office)
perfom experiments with fractional clouds to enhance data
volume and thus impact. The advantage of the limitation
to overcast clouds is that clouds can be treated as a
single-layer emitter whose radiative properties are defined
by its top temperature. Once fractional cloud cover is
included, multiple layering and ambiguities between cloud-
layer heights and emissivities have to be accounted for,
and the strong sensitivity of radiances to changes of these
quantities can introduce significant nonlinearities into the
minimization.
When bulk impact between the infrared radiance
assimilation systems is compared, areas with persistent low-
level (stratocumulus) cloud cover dominate the picture.
Near cloud top (850 hPa), all systems produce negative
mean temperature increments, i.e. the additional radiance
observations try to reduce temperatures. Since all systems
use cloud-top heights retrieved from the observations rather
than the model clouds in the analysis, these temperature
increments may not coincide with the model cloud top. If
model cloud tops and the associated temperature inversions
are systematically misplaced in the models, the observations
would therefore aim at shifting the inversion. Above clouds
(700 hPa), the mean temperature increments change sign
thus producing an overall temperature lapse rate change in
these situations. Generally, less impact is seen for high clouds
and weak coupling between the resulting temperature and
wind analysis is observed, even though all centres note an
improvement of forecast scores when assimilating cloud-
affected infrared radiances.
Microwave imagers represent the most important lower-
tropospheric moisture observing system, and the radiance
impact on temperature, moisture and wind analysis mostly
originates from this moisture sensitivity being propagated
through the dynamics and balance operators in 4D-Var.
Examples of this impact have been shown for the same
areas where infrared radiance impact is strongest, namely
subtropical and tropical low-level clouds. Here, microwave
radiances produce rather deep increment structures driven
by broad weighting and 4D-Var vertical structure functions
with much less dependence on vertical cloud location.
Moisture and temperature increments are usually opposite
to each other where moistening is co-located with cooling
and drying with warming.
In the area with the most persistent amounts of cloud
cover, the infrared and microwave radiance impact on
850 hPa temperature analysis is remarkably consistent.
Away from these regions, the microwave data impact
dominates the analysis because more infrared radiances
are excluded due to fractional cloud cover. The general
impact of microwave imager radiances on the wind analysis
is noticeable and both infrared and microwave observations
produce a cooling throughout the depth of the ITCZ.
All centres are aiming at a similar strategy in the near
future, i.e. the extension of infrared radiance usage to
non-overcast cloud situations and the generalization of the
microwave imager radiance usage as described above. Open
issues are the improvement of moist control variables and, in
particular, more situation- and cloud-specific background-
error formulations. The latter is a great challenge but is
expected to produce major changes, also in clear skies,
because of the current, rather static error correlations and
the lack of distinction between errors inside and outside
clouds. It is expected that the ensemble-based systems can
greatly improve the model background error specification,
even if 4D-Var remains the main analysis type.
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